
Math 235 - Dr. Miller - Topics List for Exam #1, Spring 2016 - Wednesday, Feb. 17, 2016

Prepare for the exam by studying the topics listed below, in conjunction with your notes, text,
activity worksheets, and graded and ungraded HW problems. You will be more successful if
you strive to master the concepts in general, rather than simply memorizing specific examples
that we have already done. Studying together is also a plus.

Non-Proof Tasks:

1. Identify hypothesis or conclusion in a conditional statement that’s written using:
if-then, “trailing” if, only if (including “split” only if), necessary, sufficient, implies.

(a) Your response should be a stand-alone sentence, and it CAN’T keep any of the
conditional words: if, then, only, necessary, or sufficient.

2. Given a conditional statement using one of the phrasings above, write its converse,
inverse, or contrapositive using my choice of phrasing for your answer as well.

3. Given a conditional statement using one of the phrasings above, write its negation
(which is NEVER also conditional).

4. Verbally or symbolically negate (I’ll tell you which) given statements that contain:
conditional, if and only if (iff), and, or, for all/each/every/any, there exists/is.

(a) Plan for combinations of these features within a single statement, as in HW #1.

(b) Especially recall how to negate an “if and only if.”

(c) Negate inequalities and the concepts positive, negative correctly.

(d) I’ll ask for answers to negations, converse, inverse, contrapositive in “simplest
logical form,” as on HW #1.

5. Perform tasks using a Tarski’s World diagram, as on the activity/HW:

(a) Rewrite a symbolic statement entirely verbally, with no variables.

(b) Decide and explain whether a given statement is true or false.

(c) Negate, as described above.

6. Given a set defined using set-builder notation:

(a) Write in words how to read the notation aloud.

(b) Rewrite the set using correct listing/roster notation (“...” IS allowed).

(c) Be familiar with the notations Z, Z+, Z−, and similar variations for Q and R.

7. Given a set - in set-builder or listing notation, or one of the familiar letter names
above - list some or all of its subsets.

(a) Prepare to give several subsets that have the same or different cardinalities.

8. Predict how many subsets a given set has, how many elements a power set has.

9. Understand and use correct notation for power sets, including writing them in roster
notation.

10. Use correct notation for the empty set: {∅} is NOT the same as the empty set!

11. Answer questions like 2B #2 on p. 57 and 2J #2 on p. 59.

12. Given sets in set-builder or listing notation, find combinations of their unions, in-
tersections, set differences, as on in-class activity and 2L Problem #1 on p. 60.
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Proof Tasks:

1. DIRECT PROOF is the only proof technique that will be assessed on this exam.
In particular, proof by mathematical induction will NOT appear on the exam.

2. Given a specific conditional statement, write what you would assume and what
you’d need to show if you were about to write a DIRECT proof of the statement.

3. You will be expected to rewrite universal or universal-conditional statements in
strictly “if-then” form so that you can perform the above task on them also. I will
NOT necessarily remind you to rewrite such statements.

4. You are also expected to rewrite a closure or set inclusion/equality statement in
“if-then” form, as above, again without the guarantee of a reminder.

5. Use direct proof to prove statements about:

(a) Even, odd integers

(b) Rational numbers

(c) Sets that are closed

(d) Subsets or set equality

6. You will have to prove statements about even, odd, or rational straight from the
definitions: I will NOT allow you to use any childhood knowledge about them for
THIS exam, nor the statements we have already proved in class/HW.

7. I will be generous about your grammatical style in exam situations since time is
limited , but remember these proof components:

(a) You MUST write your explicit assumptions at the outset.

(b) One type of exception: you don’t need to rewrite a definition for a set that was
just defined within the problem.

(c) You MUST be clear that you have proved what you set out to do, either by
stating at the end something like “Thus [what you NTS]” or writing the “exit
move” sentence.

(d) You must write in SENTENCES. Proofs are never just a string of equalities or
algebraic expressions alone. Such things always appear in the context of words
describing what they represent/what you are doing with them.

(e) There will likely be 2-3 complete proofs required on the exam.

8. When you see the instructions “Prove rigorously” or “Prove carefully” or just
“Prove,” you know that I am looking for a formal step-by-step precise, logical
proof versus “Explain informally” where you are allowed to give me a much less
precise response that just describes YOUR thinking in DECIDING the answer to
a question. Compare to the instructions on the Tarski’s World activity, where
I asked you to explain in a sentence (we were NOT equipped to prove anything
there!), versus HW #3, where you had to write actual PROOFS.


